SERVICING HARLEY-DAVIDSON A-C SPEEDOMETERS
(1959 and LATER ST-B-BT-XL-XLH-XLCH and TOPPER MODELS)

A-C SPEEDOMETER WARRANTY AND ADJUSTMENT POLICY

Warranty on speedometers is 90 days or 4,000 miles, whichever comes first (after date of delivery).

All United Motors A-C speedometer service stations have been advised by UMS (United Motors Service) headquarters they are to take care of service requirements on Harley-Davidson A-C speedometers, and to give warranty service where circumstances justify such a claim.

HOW TO OBTAIN SERVICE

Take or send detached speedometer head to your local or nearby United Motors Service A-C speedometer service station, as indicated in the accompanying service directory.

IMPORTANT

DO NOT SEND SPEEDOMETERS TO THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY, OR TO THE A-C FACTORY.

When you return a speedometer head to a UMS service station, it should be accompanied by a letter or instruction sheet, giving the following information:

1. Make and model of motorcycle
2. Name and address of owner
3. Delivery date
4. Mileage
5. Nature of defect or complaint

If speedometer head is returned for regular, beyond-warranty repair service, advise the service station to give you an estimate of repair cost before going ahead with repair because you may find it advisable to replace rather than to repair. (Use your net cost of a new speedometer head as a basis for setting maximum repair expenses that will be acceptable).

Should any cases turn up where A-C service is not available within reasonable distance from a dealer's location, write to the Harley-Davidson Motor Company. We will investigate and advise further on handling.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin, U.S.A.